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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM.tiO.282. \
RESUiJTS O1?EXPERIJ’QXTS WITH SLOTTE27W11?!2S.*
By GO Lachmann.
Since the first reports of experiments with slotted wings,
which demonstTated the practical importance of this new wing form,
very little has been published concerning its further development.
During the last fem years, ho~~e~er,much active research work with
slotted wings has been done in England andL Germany, both construct-
ive y and experimentally. Without doubt it “was these investiga-
tions which led Handley Page, Ltd* to their very successful and
practical
will give
employment of S1Otted wi-ngs. In the following pages, I
some of the results which seem to me of general.interest.
1. EfiOct of Ind-exValue, V 1,
In wind tunnel tests of slotted wings, the effect of the index
value Vt, was found to be of extraordinary importance. The in-
vestigations of Kumbruch** and Wieselsberger***, as well as those
* From ‘fZeitschrift f~r Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt;11
May 26, 1924, pp. 109-116.
&ditor’s Note.- This paper has been in the Editor~s hands since
November, 1923, but for various,technical reasons,.could not be
published p~eviously. The experimental results here given are,
therefore,‘no}onger new and have been partly superseded in more
recent investigations. Some later results are yet to be published.
** K~b~~ch, llZeitschriftf!!uFlugtechnik und Motorluftschiff’ahrt,li
1919, Nos. 9 and 10.
*** Wieselsberger, l~Ergebnisseder Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt
zu Gdttingen,flI Lieferung, S.!%.
.,
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made i-nEn@and, * have alread-yshown that the coefficient of nl?,xi-
~mm”’lift~arie’sggeat].ywith variations in the index values T?~>
especially for Wnick, highly-cambered airfoils.
The dependence of the maximm lift on the index value V2,
was first c1early dei~onstratedin slotted wings”by experiments vi th
an airfoil of medium thickness 0/100 (Fig. 2): In these experi-
ments, performed in English laboratories,very satisfactoryvalues
‘f cLmax were obtained. These values.were
—..—
.—
~ cLrnEi~Withve~oci~y of Index value cLmax with
wind, V
T- ‘- “ -ti’”to:n ti’c:’sed
10*7 1 35.1 1600 1.790 1.256
24.7 81.0 3650 1..886 1,266
.—— ——. — --
The same wing section vith a chord of 11.2 cm (4.4 in.) and
a wind velocity of v = 30 m-(98.4 ft.)/see. (that is, V1 = 3300),
gave a cLmax of only.1.32 in the large wind.tunnel at G8’~tingGn.4
This chord of 11.2 Cm “(4.4in.) was not the one usually employed at
~ttingen, but
A similar
(7.87 in.) and
was chosen i-nt“niscase for certain technical reasons.
sectio-nwas then constructed with a chord of 20 cm
tested at the usual &-Ltingen index value of
w..=..6000. The model had a span of 100 cm (39.37 in.) and, there- .
fore, an aspect ratio of 5. In ord-erto render the results more
easily comparable with those of t-neEnglish laboratory, tine’~were
converted, by means of Betzt fozmulas, to an aspect ratio of 6“
* Reports of the British Ad-risorj~Committee for Aeronautics, #41-5c
— —.
,. .
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Td determine a.suitable slot section s, slot,widths of
403”(.1$39).,4.6 (.181), 5 (.197), 5.3 (.20S), 5.6 [.220), 5.8 (.228)
and 6.5 mm (.256 in.) were investigated at the angles of incidence
at which c~max may occu~. Table I gives the results. The most
favorable width for the slots was found to be 4.6 mm mith which
a CLmax of 1.7 was obtained. With increasing width the maximum
lift decreased, while the critical angle of attack increased. ThiS
phenomenon is probably due to an increase in the angle of attack of
the auxiliary wing with respect to the direction of the air flow.
Table 1.
Influence of slot width s on CLmax in an airfoil o~
section 0/100 (V2 = 6000).
‘idth ‘T ‘=7==-”T=- ‘f “ot s cLmax
mm in. mm in.
4.3 .169 1.66 5.6 .220
4,6 .181 1.70 5*8 .228
.5.0 .197 1.60 6.5 .256
5.3 .209 1.45
1.49
1.46
1*44
After determining the best width for the slot, a thorough test
was made at the index value, VL = 6000 both with the slot open
and with it closed. The slot was closed by rotating the auxiliarY
wing. The results are shown in Fig. l’. The value of CLmax with
closed slot is in conformity with the English result, but is some-
,,
what below it when the slot is open.
,
‘i
id .-—------- .--—--,-----,,, ,.~,,,,,,,.....-,--,--.-——-.---,
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In order to determine the extent of the effect of the index
value VL, the value of CLmax was further tested at wind speeds
of 10 and 20 m (65.5 ft.)/~ec., corresponding respectively to the
index values VZ 2000 and 4000. In the first case we found
cLmax = 1.56; in the Secoild,1.57. It is to be noted tlnatthese
values differ considerably from those found on smaller models with
an index value V~ 33c0, This deviation from Reynolds law may be
explained by the fact -thatone of the models had a rougher surface,
with ,relationto its “area,tlnanthe other. In fact, a considerable
lessening of the effect of the slot was observed on roughening the
models with a coating of emery powder. Similar phenomena were ob-
served by Wieselsberger on wings of the usual type.
The same model was used for testing the variation of maximum
lift in a turbulent current. Turbulence was induced by means of
a wire netting made of 0.75 mm (.03 in.) wire with a mesh of 3 cm
(1.18 in.). With this, it was found that CLmax
Previous tests of this kind with small models had
lence caused a decrease in wing resistance in the
dropped to 1.65-
shown that turbu-
same way. This
fact was already known as regards normal wing sections. In neither
case, however, was there any increase in CLinax observed. The
differences which still existed between the English and German data
concerning the maxi~rn lift of a slotted w~ingsection of 0/100 had
.,
therefore to be attributed to other complicated influences which
were d-ifficultto determine.
These observations affozded the incentive for a still further
—
.
.-
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investigation of the effect of the index value Vi . Two wing sec-
.,
tions were investigated-,the above mentioned 0/100 and a thin sec-
tion, R.A.I’.15. The former had a choid of 60 cm (23.6 in.), the
latter of 64 cm (25.2 in.), with auxiliary wing, and we~e tested ii~
The tests nrerecarried out under coildi-a two-dimensionalflow.
tions similar to tlnoseutilized by I{urnbruchand later by QFiesels-
berger in their investigationson the effect of the index value,
Vz in no-n-slottedwings. With a wind velocity of 40 m (131.2 ft.)/
sec., index values were obtained’whichvery c+osely approximated
the values occurring in the actual process of landing. Hence, it
was possibl-efor the investigationsof the effect of the index
value to cover quite a large range.
Under the conditions mentioned, it was decided not to inves-
tigate two components of vertical lift, therefo?e only the total
lift and drag were measured. According to the results, the dis-
placement of the center of pressure is not especially affected by
the index value, V~. Special attention was paid to the investiga-
tion of the horizontal component anctthe strei@h of the wire.*
Generally speaking, wind-tunnel tests are by no means ideal and
might be improved in many points. In Germany, however, they are
for the present the only available means of making such investiga-
tions. Tests made with very small index values, Vl, such as were
.,
-...
,’
* The horizontal component arises from the fact that the wire is
not suspended quite vertically.
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formerly used at Teddington*with florpalairfoils, are only ~f’aca-
demical interest and might easily 1ead the constructor to erroneo’~s
,,,
conclusions.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4, show the airfoils tested.and the manner of
making the models. The wings of the small.models in use at Gdttingen
mere made of sheet metal oovered with plaster of Parisa This was
done for economy and also to facilitate the greate~t possible accu-
racy. In order to give the sheet metal the strength required to
withstand the air forces, it was reinforced by means of sheet-metal
ribs and.two spars of gas piping. The plaster was spread on rather
thinly, as shown in the illustrationsby the
The auxiliary wing of section 0/100 was
that the width of the slots could be varied.
cross hatching-
made rotatable, so
In the %A. F. 15, the
auxiliary wing consisted of a bent piece of sheet metal and was rig-
idly attached to t-hemain wing.
..
Results of Tests with Wing Section o/].00.
Experiments were again made for the purpose of determining the
best width of slot. Of the three widths tried (12.8 (.504), 16
(.63), and 18 mm (.709 in.)) the best results, as regards maximum
lift, were obtained mith a uidth of 16 mm (Table II). Subsequent
experiments were tkerefore carried out with this width of slot.
....
* B~’j,tishAd~~i&o~yCommittee for Aeronautics l~os-72> 120, 148, 450
65_6. Lately, a large V~ index value (24000) has been adopted at
Tedd.ington,as the wribe~ had the o~portunity of seeing for himself
a short time
sional flow,
ratio 6.
ago. The tests were not carried out in’a-~o-dimen.
however, but in a,three-dimensional,with an aspect
—-.
7EM. e II.
Effect of wid~i of slot s on %rlax
.,.,, ,..-
section O/1~30&l = 24000).
. .. .——
Width of slot s ~ CLrnax
I
,7
—’ —.— —
mm in.
,. i’
12.8 .504 ! 1.64.
1.
16.0 .630 1.65
18.0 I .709.” I 1.64
.Fig. 5 gives the results of the test with
velocity of 40 m (131.2 ft.)/see. The maximum
C1Osely approximates the English result. With
open slot at a wind
value of CL very
regard to the values
of .~D, it iG to be noteclgenerally tinat,in consequenceof the
deflection of the air current, ~Llere arises an induced drag, which,
as is I:leli-~gwn, is inherent in the kinetic energy of the air. A
theoretical consideration,on the basis of t% theory of sustaining
wings.,shows that t“hiswing arrangement, with ~espect to the in-
duced drag, corresponds to a wing with an aspect
airstream of infinite dimensions.
Previous check tests, however, demonstrated
ratio of 4,4 in an
the desirability
o“femploying an aspect ratio of 4.1 This difference p~obably has
,....,,,,
something to do ?~ith’“theformation of the bound-arylayer alo-ngtine
walls. An aspect ratio of 4.1 was therefore adopted for the exper-
iments in question and the results were then adapted to a ratio of 6.
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The polar curve uh.ichwas plotted for the same wing section
with a chord of 20 cm (7-87 in.) and a wind veldcity of 30 m (98.4
‘f%”J)/sec.”,is sho~n in Fig. 5 as a.dash line. A comparison of the
two cumes shows that the drag offithelarger surface excee&s that
of the smaller up to 1.2. Further on, the two polar curves coincide,
but the larger surface still has a somewhat greater lift.
The relation between slot effect and the index value Vlj ~~g:. ~
thoroughly investigated with values of Vt ranging froi~6000 to
30000. In these experiments the model was placed at,an angle of
attack considerablybelow the maximum. As the test progressed, the
angle of attack”was increased slowly and steadily,until the lines
of flow’wez’eloosened. This effect could be clearly observed on
the lift balance,
The results of this test are plotted in Fig. 6, which S11OWS
that, when Vt is between 6000 and 230C0, %, remains nearly cOn-
stant and only begins to decrease slightly when Vt exceeds 25000.
The V~.lUeof CLmax previously obtained with the small model (chord
20 urn= 7.87 in.) also with VL = 6000, is rather smaller than the
value obtained with the large wing. This deviation from the law of
similitude is to be ascribed to the instability of the flow in the
region of the critical angle of attack, The polar diagram in Fig. 7
gives the data obtained with the slot closed. As compared with the
results of the small mod”eltest; the ‘drag’increases when CL” is
below 1. The polar curve for the small model is plotted in dashes
in the diagram.
,.,-., .—, ,,, . , , , ,..,.,,,,,.,,, ,,,,-,,, ,,,-,-,,,, ,,-,, , .,,.-, ,,-.—,,,- . ,m.—,,. , , , , n—lm—..,, ‘
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The increase of d~ag, in sptte of the hig’hindex value of V1,
which was also observed in the 01’1(20wing section, does not agree
with the data obt’aineclfrom tests with normal wing sections, for
vrhich, with increasing index value in the region of
age values of CL,’ a decrease ~.ntinevalue of CL
observed.
Any hollows left on the pos~tive--pressu~eside
after the slot was closed, were filled with plaster
small and aver-
was generally
of the airfoil
of Paris so ‘that
it corresponded to the airfoil shown in Fi9. 4. The polar curve
for this airfoil is plotted in diagram 7. It is similar to the
polar curve of the Gdttingen normal airfoil No. 335, which is itself
fairly si-milarin shape to the airfoil under investigation.
With this air”’foiltests were also made o-nthe effect of the
index value on the maximuimlift. The curve obtained is the lower
one in Fig. 6. The figures may~ however, be rather too large
throughout, owiilgto the method by which cLmax was d-etermined-
(
‘\
With this wing section it is apparently possible, by cautiously in-
‘. creasing the angle of attack, to retard the separation of the lines
of flov7. This phenomenon is probably ti~eone described by Bairston’
in ‘fApplied Aerodynamics,11 Chapter VIII, ‘tDynamical Similarity
,
and Scale Effects.II
R.A.F.15.
.—— -
The wing section illustrated”in Fi&. 3 was then tested at a
wind velocity of 40 ril (131.2 ft.)/~ec. The polar curve is plotted
in Fig= 8. The greatest value obtained for CL was 1.38. “~’::’+
.-
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The relatively high drag may be ascribed to the thinness of the
auxiliary wing.
In the upper of the two lift curves plotted,in”Fig. 9, we see
-tQatthere is a decided minimum value
index value V1 = 20000, while above
curve has a decided tendency to rise.
tained by a test without an auxiliary
in the neighborhood of the
and below this value, the
In,the other lift curve, ob-
wing, the same index value
of V1 gives in the same neighborhood, a maximum lift, which.,de-
creases with smaller,or larger index values of V2. For Vt =
.,,
20000 the slot effect reaches a decided minimury,though the gener-
al course of the curve see~s to argue in favor of increased slot
efficiency for high index values. Unfortunately, owingto the
struc@ral weakness of the auxiliary wing, it was not possible to
make
,
V1 =
with
the test at a wind velocity of 50 m (164 ft.)/sec.
The R.A.F.15 wing section tested with an index value of
6000 and without auxiliary wing, showed tolerable ag~eement
the law of similarity. The value of CL for the test with
a wing chord of 20 cm (7.8’?in.) is derived from an earlier compar-
ative test made in the G8ttingen laboratory. The slight deviation
may be explained on the ground previously mentioned. Rig. 8 gives
the polar diagram for the R.A.F.15 wing section without auxiliary
wing at a velocity of 40 m (131.2 ft.)/sec. This figure also
gives the polar cu~ve of the same section plo’tted”asa result of
the above-mentioned test at Gdttingen, which was made with a wing
chord of 20 cm (7*87 in.) and a wind velocity of 30 m (98.4 ft.)/see?
...— . .
,., ,-,, . .. . ,,,- .-
I
. . ..
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,
The data were kindly placcd at my disposal by the C&ttingen Labora-
tory. They are in striking agreement as regards ininimm drag and
,.
.,
the general course of the polar curves, the
ence occurring in the 11~.&dt ive and Critical
attack. For high values of V 1, CLmax iS
coinciding with the earlier G~ttingen tests
only notable differ-
values of the angle of
slightly larger, thus
with thin wing sections.
Th.istest gave a very fixiedemonstration of the accuracy of
the methoclemployed in testing large ivings. Very important data
were obtained, proving that the use of slots did not bring about a
correspoildingdecrease of lift, as had been found by Wieselsberger
and others in tests with thick wing
a decrease of lift will be found in
values in most of the variable wing
sec’~ions.We assl~me.that such
conjunctionwith large VI
sections hitherto known, whe-n
the camber is greatly increased without the airflow on th:eside of
negative pressure receiving an additional impulse froi~a secondary
flow, as is the case in slotted wings.
2. Influence of “A~rangementof Slots.
The G8ttingen wing section No. 422, divided into three parts,
which served principally for the first experiment’son slotted
wings, vvaschosen for this series of tests,* the object of which
was to determine the ef’fectof varying the positions of the slots,
,.
that is, to find what arrangement of slots would-give the smallest
coefficient of wing-section drag. The fundamental idea was, first,
to find the effect of the arrangement of the separate’slots on the
* Lachmann, llExperimentswith slotted Wiilgs,liZeitschrift fur Flug-
technik und Mqtorluftschiffahrt, June, 1921.
m
.
I
:.
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,.
~oefficient
I
!
,
‘theyseemed
to increase
of lift, SO that the slots could be placed only where
to be required. Since each additioila.1slo’~appea..red
the wing section drag, it seemed obvious that ‘thedra:
could,be diminished by reducing the total space occupicd by the
slots.
The different slot”arrangements tested are illustrated in
Fig. 10. They were fo?med by partially fiIling up the basic wing
section with plaster of Paris. In these tests it was found that
about the same value of CLmax could be obtained with one full-
length slot nea~ the leading edge and a:no-thershorter one (about
20% of the span) in the cen-~er,as with three full-length slots.
When one ceilterand one rear slot were tried, a notewortlny
reduction in wing-section d~a,gfor small angles of attack occurred,
as compared”with the effect produced by the forward slot alone.
The processes of flow which, in sections witlnonly one siot, cause
the sudden increase of d-ragin the region of small angles of at-
tack, need to be further elucidated. It is certain that”they are
due entirely to the slot near the leading edge, whereas the slots
located further to the rear diminish this increase in the %-alueOf
drag or eliminate it altogether (Fj.g. 11).
As regards the lift, these tests proved that, in sections
with more than one slot, the camber of the section must be simul.ta-~l
neously increased. Fig. 12 shows a rather thin section with two :
\
slots, making a three-part section. This arrangement gave a maximum’,\
lift of 2.28. The simplest way to obtain an increase of camber, on “
. ,. ,,,....—— -. - ---- .- -..—.——.-——
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the addition of a.second slot, is
edge, running the whole leng%h of
232 13
to attach a flap to the trailing
a
the span and leaving/nozzle-like
s“~o’tbetween the middle section of the wii~gand the aileron. Fig.
3.3gives the results of the tests of the R.A.F.15 wing section with,
a slot near the leading edge and a slotted aileron.*
From experiments made with
can, generally speaking, reckon
obtained by means of slots near
ens.**
various kinds of wing sections, we
the
the
f,ollomingincreases of lift
leading edge and slotted ailer-
Kind of section ~l~ithslot near I
[’ With slottedleading edge
‘T
aileron
Thin 50$ “40% ‘
Medium 4@ ‘“ 30$
Thick 35qo 25$
Much better lift values have since been obtained with thick
wings by means of
tively thick wing
writer obtaii~eda
flight~
a slot and ailerons. For instance, with a rela-
section intended for a cantileve~ monoplane, the
maxii~m CL of 2.=&~n the positio-nof normal ‘“
...—,..-..—... .....-
,7.-...-,-----------------”-’”-”
“~”:--”-’—”~q ~.”’”?\withoutan~~.increase-in.-the~co.~fflc~ent of dragAL7--.y4_:”2_2_._..,. ...&r...-.. - ------.-..~---=.. .---.= -----=---=..:” ! ‘1
3. “fiq)?.’’’tReduction of V?ing-Section~~ag in Normal Flight+ =Jo ‘“@~l
1,!
After the question of lift came that of the reduction of wing
section drag in normal flight, which is also a question of great
* Lecture by Handley Page on slotted wings; delivered at the
International Air Congress, London, June, 1923=
** English data. The values of CL are for surfaces with an aux-
iliary wing.
-...,..--—-——- . .
—... . . . ...-. .-
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practical importance. It appeal’sto be ailunwritten law of practi-
cal aerotlynar.ics that everythii~gwhich tends to improve lift, in--
creases drag at the same tj.rie.With slotted wi-ngsectioils,it was
soon seen to be impossible, when the lift coefficient was small,
to reduce the drag to that of the corresponding basic sectione
Above a,
drag is
ence is
certain coefficient of lift,“however,the coefficient of
smaller in slotted.wings thaili-nnormal wings. The differ-
about CL = 1.
The next method employed for reducing wing-section drag in
normal flight was to close the slot by rotating the auxiliary wing,
.
This device was adopted.on the English torpedo airplane Wendley’l
by means of a hand.-wheeland a spiral gear with automatic locicing.
It seems, however, not onl-yin wind-tunnel tests, ‘outalso in
bench and flight tests, that the irregularity still.exis’~ingon the
positive pressure side of the ving section, brings about an increase
in the coefficient of drag and a,corresponding
flight test was so arranged that one start was
opens In a second flight, tineslot opening on
pressure was covered with plywood.
loss of speed. The
made with ‘Ghe slot
the side of positive
BY reason of these experiments, the device was abandoned in
favor of another arrangement in which the auxiliary wing no longer
had a section similar to that of a Joukows&y wing, but consisted
simply of-acurved duralumin plate forming a lateral flap along the
front of the main wing, being hinged.to the forward spar bY means
of outriggers rotating about vertical axes.
m— ‘-‘-
As previously mentioned,’a slot near the trailing edge has
hardly any effect on the wing-section drag and therefore need not
,.
be p?~ovidedwith a closing device. The rotatable “auxiliarywing
has the further advantage, that in opening the slot, it balances
the displaceme-ntof the center of”p?essure, thus renderi-ngstabil-
izing fin6 unnecessary. Receritly,with an imp~oved type of rotata-
ble auxiliary wing, the same conditions as to drag were obtained
in normal flight, that is, with closed slot, as with the same wing
SeCtion undivided.
A fundamentallydifferent method of reducing drag in normal
fl-ight,v~he-nthe slots cut the wing into several
each separate surface in such a wa-yas to change
multilane. An.example of this is given in Fig.
trates how the two-slotted wing section shown in
parts; is to rotate
the wing into a
14, which illus-
Fig. 12 can be
transformed into a triplane. This is, of course, only practicable
for very small airplanes, such as racing aizplanes of very small
span. It is a well-known fact, in high-speed aircraft, that the
ratio of indu’cedto total drag is relatively small.
A
.* Improvement of Control at Low Speeds.
The question of the control of an airplane at low speeds is
closely con-nettedwith that of reduction of landing speed= The
problem ‘isnot”peculiar to slotted wings, but applies equally to
all aircraft for which complete control in landi-ngis necessary
It is also necessary for the safety of all commercial aircraft
,k, l ,,, , 111111111 1 Ilnlll Illllnl 1 111 I I I n mu II- I m I I m III II n mmmammmmmm- n m,MmI I ---—,. BB 8 8 8.s.8..8.8 n 8,,,
1,.aridingat low
,
ons first lose
speed. IiIla.ndj.ng,it has been found that the ailer-
their steering power. In order to increase the s,il-
.,,
eron ‘efficiency, a sio t was left between the ailerons and the wing.
A series of tests were made with tinemodel r’epresenteiiin Fig. 15.
The results of these tests are plotted in Figs. 16 and 17. In Fig.
16 the measurements are taken with the ailerons set at an angle of
10°, the ailerons being wj.tinand without S1Ot. The width of the
slot was 3.5 ~~m(.138 in.). Fig. 17 shows the moments for an aileron
deflection of 15°, both with and-~r!ithout slot. In the first form of
slot its width was 3.5 mm as before. In tilesecond form, the width
of the slot was redt~..cedto 2.5 mm (.098“in.). These figures show
that when the angle of attack is POsitive, a greater moment can be
obtained with slotted aileroi~sthan with those of the usual type-
The moments actually measu~ed.are plotted on
tion of the angle of attack. From the polar
is evident that Vne drag was not affected by
the diagrms in func-
diagram in Fig. 18, it
the aileron slot. It
is a very important fact, and
ai 1ezons, that wi tn a maximum
noment could be obtained with
tained with slotted ailerons l
one which a~gues
angle of attack
normal ailerons,
in favor of slotted
a= 27°, no positive
though it was ob-
(‘;Positivel’here denotes the direc-
tion of a moment which tends to right am airplane. j With the usual
type of aileron, on the COiltrarY,t~lel-ewas a reversal Of the de-
sired effect, ‘~~hicl-,in actual flight~ .might ha-ve caus~ the ai~-
plane to xoll. Simultaneo-asll’Iritht-hemeasurement of the iolling
rrornent,the moi-nentsarising from tine motion of the ailexons about
. .
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the Z axis of the airplane were measured. The method employed,
illustrated in Figs. 19 and 20, did not, however, prove entireiy
,..
satisfactory,and therefore the results will not be
Considered qualitatively, however, they confirm the
fact that the operation of the ailerons,’whetherof
or slotted, will introduce a negative moment of yaw,
published- -
already known
the-usual type
forcing the
airplane to assume a curved line of flight and~imparting a teiidency
to.tun over~ The appearance of the negative lateral rmment through
the deflection of the ailerons may be explained by the fact that,
on the side on which the aileron is lowered, the angle of attack of
the airfoil.is~incr~ased,thereby bringing about a redistribution ~
of the lift- On this side there is a greater lifting force, in-
volving a greater induced drag. The appearance of this aileron Ko-
ment was especially observed in the Rh&n flights, on gliders having
a large span. An effective remedy for this negative moment wfight
be found in the a.ppl.icationof differential ailerons.
The failure of non-slotted aileron~, in.the region of the maxi-
mum angle of attack, is attributable to the in$rease in this angle
on the side on which the aileron is lowered and the resulting de-8
flection of the air flow. It appears probable that there is a con-
nection between this phenomenon and the gradual loss of pressure
on the elevator control in landing. If, for instance, the pilot
..,.
counterbalancesa latera~ gust by operating the “aileronswhile flat-
tening out at a high angle of attack, he may find himself in the
condition of stalled flight. Should this occur, then, according to
.-.
Hopfts theory,.the action of the e~:’vatorcauses #theaxj.s of the
but
airplane to rise,/it also causes a downward inclination of the axis
of flight, together with increased falling speed.
.,..
FOr increased aileron efficiency, it was obvious that the open-
ing of the front slot, at angles of attack above 10°to 12° with cor-
responding improvement in the lift-drag ratio, should depend upon
aileron action. Portions of the auxiliary wing near the ends of
the ,mainwing were therefore connected with the ailerons in such a
may that the”lovveringof a-naileron would bring a’ooutthe opening
of the slot and vice versa. Systematic tests were carried out at
Teddington* along these lines and showed that in this way a“Very
effective increase of the moment of roll together with
of the correspondingmoinentof yaw was possible within
of large angles of attackt The tests were ca,rriedout
model with thin wing section (R,A.F.15). The ailezons
a reduction
the range
on a biplane
had. a width
of 0=284 of the wi.n,qchord. Tlieeffect of the slot and the influ-
ence of the ailerons o-nthe moment of roll were first tested sepa-
rately and then in combination. At the maximum point, the slot
effect was of the same order of magnitude as the influence of ‘~he
ailerons, so that in com;~inedaction, the moment was nearly doubled.
When the slot was opened, a positive moment of yaw was caused, so
that the resulting moment of yaw was very small and even negative
under certain conditions. This signified an increase in aileron
.. . .
efficiency.
At an angle of attack below 12°, a reduction of the moment of
* Aeronautical Research-Committee: 11So-meExperiments on a Model Bi-
plane having Slotted Wings,!!with particular reference to the illl-
provement of lateral control at 1017 speeds, by H. B. Irving, B-SC”
and A. S. Batson, B.SC. - R. and MS No- 856, Feb~arY, 19~3*
-—..—,.-.,-.-.. . ... ..—— .. —. -..,-—
,,, , ,,
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roll was iiotedwha~ t~~ slot was open, but this
ble ak compared with the effect of the aileron.
19
effect was negligi-
l?lmthe~pore,in
thd ~hgl~sh results, it shduld be noted that the form of slot was>- .
apparently not very favorable since the increase of lift wa~ only
26?.
very
thex
l
with
From the results of tests with slotted ailerons, it -seems
probable that the efficiencyof the device can be still fu2-
improved. We can easily see that the high speeds attainable
slotted wings are closely connected with the question of con-
trollability at IOW speeds. If constant control is to be assured,
the coefficients of the moments,with respect to the decrease in the
dynamic pressure, ~st be reckoned aS increasing, not linearly, but
r
,
as their squares. For instance, if the landing speed is one-half
the speed of normal flight, the coefficients of the moments must be
multiplied by four, if the same de”greeof
before.
The technical data obtained by means
control is desired as
of tests have been’fully
confirmed in actual flight. Therefore, all airplanes with slotted
wings are to be constructed with slotted ailerons. The innovation
.
has also been successfullyapplied to wringsof normal section; f03!
instance, to the Handley Page W.8 commercial biplane, and alSO tO
,.,
~.
~ the newest type of single-seaterpursuit aizplanes used in thej,,
~ Swedish army, accompanied by a considerable reduction in the size
!$
j of the ailerons. .,.,..
&--.”---”” ,.,
i,LJ The writer exprgsses his thanks to Handley Page, Ltd-, Crickle-:-2
t’wood, London, for their kind permission to publish the above data,
the results of experiments made while in their service-
1
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